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### Abstract

This study aims to determine the effect of competency on vocational readiness, the effect of work motivation on vocational graduates' readiness, the influence of the internship experience on the work readiness, the influence of learning facilities on the work readiness, and the effect of competency, work motivation, internship experience and learning tools together on job readiness. The research method used in this study is by using descriptive research methods with quantitative approaches. The population of this study were all students of the Vocational Electrical Skills Program in West Java Province with sample of 604 students. Data collection uses the questionnaire method or questionnaire. The trial of the research instrument was carried out on students of SMK 1 Katapang as many as 60 students of class XII Industrial Electronics Expertise Program. The results of this study are competence, work motivation, the internship experience, and work practice experience has a positive and significant effect on the work readiness, and competency, work motivation, experience of internship and learning facilities together have a positive and significant effect on work readiness of vocational graduates these four variables together affect work readiness.

### 1. Introduction

Education is very important for a country. In addition to having a big goal to develop the country, efforts to prepare workers, and improve human resources are also very important and needed to meet the needs of the workforce. As one of the educational institutions, Vocational High Schools (Vocational Schools) have an effort to prepare human resources who are ready to use to meet the workforce, in accordance with the program of expertise that their students have (Dahil, et. al., 2015).

Vocational school is formal education that has a special training pattern to direct students to become graduates who are ready to plunge professionally and participate in the business or corporate world (Craig, et. al., 2013). Article 15 of the National Education System Law states that vocational education is secondary education that prepares students to work in certain fields. To support this goal, Dual System Education was designed as an embodiment of link and match between educational institutions and the world of work. This is done in order to create graduates...
who have abilities that are in accordance with the world of work (Kartini and Martono, 2016). Vocational School is an educational institution that makes skilled workers to prepare students to enter the workforce by fulfilling competency in various fields (James and Vincent, 2005). The presence of Vocational Schools in preparing trained workers greatly helps the business world, but not all SMK graduates can meet the needs of the workforce in accordance with the competency of their expertise (Berrin, 2008).

Globalization is defined as a process whereby there will be a flow of people, economic units, goods and services from outside the borders of the world. This definition indicates the principle of openness where the borders between countries are neglected, so that there is freedom for humans, economic units, goods and services to enter/enter a country (Smith, 2010). Furthermore, this definition also implies the existence of equal rights and enforcement for each country (Khalid, 2014). The existence of these developments needs to be anticipated by graduates or the younger generation in order to be able to demonstrate their existence in the era of globalization which inevitably comes soon to hit the country. Therefore, education and vocational education must be able to equip graduates with the material and competencies needed to win the competition (Calhoon and Finch, 1992).

2. Method

The research method used in this study is by using descriptive research methods with quantitative approaches. Descriptive methods involve certain phenomena based on observations or explorations of correlations between two or more phenomena. While the quantitative approach is research that explains the phenomenon by collecting numerical data which is analyzed using mathematical methods based on certain statistics. Data in the form of numbers are then described and described in the form of sentences to produce conclusions in the form of statements that can be understood and generally accepted.

3. Result and Discussion

The effect of competence on work readiness the vocational graduates of the electrical engineering expertise program show that the higher the competencies students have, the higher their readiness to work and the higher the absorption of labor from electronic expertise competence. Achieving competencies in the learning process is very influential on the high and low achievement of knowledge, psychomotor aspects and student attitudes. Vocational graduates are not only competent enough, but must have character, work culture, religious values and norms, hard skills, soft skills, entrepreneurial character and life skills. The learning process in Vocational Schools must be real learning, real assessment, real job and real life (Rainer, 1996).

Work motivation against work readiness vocational graduates of the electrical engineering expertise program, illustrate that the high motivation of student learning will have an impact on the higher desire for creativity and innovation that students have so as to spur the SMK to improve HR competencies, facilities and activities, both through learning teaching factory, teaching industry, techno park, and so on. The high motivation to learn will have an impact on work motivation, one's work motivation will appear or be seen through the responsibility of doing work, achievement or competence achieved, development of himself and the ability to act (Jeong and Kevin, 2013). Work motivation will also appear to be among them always responsible for all the work they do, always trying to achieve the best work performance, being independent, diligent, broad-minded in the scope of their work, full of creativity and creating innovative work efficiency.

Motivation of student work in vocational students is very important because with high motivation can encourage students to be more active in increasing the provision of good or competent knowledge, skills and work attitudes and industrial culture, students will try optimally to prepare themselves to become workers who are competent in accordance with the competencies they do, so that students are more ready to work and become entrepreneurs.

The influence of employee experience on work readiness vocational graduates of the electro-expertise program in the face of the globalization era in the province of West Java, show that the experience of student internship is very useful in preparing vocational students to enter the workforce. Experience gained during internship can provide real insight into the world of work and entrepreneurship. As long as internship students get real guidance and learning in the industry and
in the school teaching factory, the knowledge, skills and work attitudes that are obtained will influence the way of thinking, behaving, and behaving in carrying out work. From the mental readiness of students will be personal and the character is trained to always be disciplined, responsible, wise and fast acting in overcoming problems, able to work together and adapt to the work environment (Bakker, et. al., 2008).

The internship experience will provide a full picture of the industry cycle which is directly the application and implementation of the National Mandatory, Regional Mandatory, and Specialization courses in C1, C2 and C3 in accordance with expertise competence. Internship must be adapted to the student skills competence, in the implementation of the mandatory 6 months, adapted to the conditions and facilities of learning infrastructure, preferably in the teaching factory model in schools, which ends the competency test, in order to develop competencies, characters, values and religious norms work culture, soft skills, and hard skills, entrepreneurial character, students (Calvo and Amato, 2015).

Effect of learning facilities on work readiness vocational graduates of the electrical engineering expertise program show that vocational schools must have industry standard learning facilities of at least 75 percent in order to realize learning goals according to expertise competence. The fulfillment of infrastructure facilities will determine the apprenticeship model for vocational students, namely if the learning infrastructure facilities are only fulfilled 25%, the students must be capable of industrial training, if the learning infrastructure is only 50% fulfilled, students will be dual mode or dual system education, for example 3 days in the industry 3 school days, or 3 months in school and 3 months in the industry, but if the facilities for learning infrastructure have been fulfilled 75%-100%, then the apprenticeship should be implemented for 6 months at the School which ends with the competency test. In the teaching factory learning model in schools, students will be more-free to create creativity and innovate significantly by developing character, work culture and entrepreneurial character. Learning infrastructure facilities in industry-standard Vocational Schools must be able to achieve and meet the competencies expected of students and are needed by the world of work and entrepreneurship, so that these infrastructure can have efficient economic value, in addition to fulfilling the learning process to support teaching factory (Ashley and Fall, 2005).

Influence of competence, work motivation, experience of industrial work practices, and learning tools for work readiness vocational graduates of the electrical engineering expertise program, illustrate that vocational students who have appropriate competencies, high work motivation, experience in industrial workshops and factory teaching in schools, supported by optimal infrastructure facilities both to fulfill the learning process, and to be efficient with economic value, it will have a profound effect on work readiness in accordance with the competence of his expertise.

4. Conclusion

The following conclusions are obtained: competency has a positive and significant effect on work readiness of SMK graduates electrical engineering program including high category, work motivation has a positive and significant effect on work readiness of SMK graduates electrical expertise program including high category, experience internship has a positive and significant effect on the work readiness of vocational school graduates. The electrical skills program is included in the high category, learning tools have a positive and significant effect on work readiness graduates of the vocational electrical skills program are in the high category. Competence, work motivation, internship experience and learning facilities together have a positive and significant effect on the work readiness of graduates of the vocational electrical skills program, including the high category.
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